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The Virgin Clothed with the Sun
With the Moon Under her Feet
Crowned with Twelve Stars

SEPTEMBER 23 2017

The Virgin Clothed with the Sun
With the Moon Under her Feet
Crowned
with Twelve Stars

"{12:1} And there appeared a great wonder in heaven;
a woman clothed with the sun, and the moon under
her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars:
{12:2} And she being with child cried, travailing in
birth, and pained to be delivered." (Revelation 12:1-2).
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- September 9, 2017: Mercury in Leo moving closer to a
Conjunction with Regulus tomorrow, Sunday,
September 10, and Jupiter in Virgo approaching a
Conjunction with Spica on Monday, September 11.
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This Conjunction of Regulus-Mercury is ONE of the
many Announcements and Signs of the fulfillment of
Jacob's Prophecy in the Book of Genesis 49:10:
"The sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver
from between his feet, until Shiloh come; and unto him
shall the gathering of the people be." (Genesis 49:10).
"… 'The sceptre shall not depart from Judah nor the
ruler's staff from between his feet'; 'the sceptre' referring
to the Messiah of the house of Judah, and 'the staff' to
the Messiah of the house of Joseph. 'Until Shiloh
cometh': this is Moses, the numerical value of the two
names Shiloh [Schyloh] and Moses [Mosheh] being the
same." (The Zohar).
“The scepter shall not depart from Judah, Nor the
ruler's staff from between his feet, Until Shiloh comes,
And to him shall be the obedience of the
peoples.” ("Torah").
“The transmission of dominion shall not cease from the
house of Judah, nor the scribe from his children's
children forever, until the Messiah comes, to whom the
K i n g d o m b e l o n g s, a n d wh o m n at i o n s s h a l l
obey.” (Targum Onkelos).
“Kings and rulers shall not cease from the house of
Judah, nor scribes who teach the Torah from his seed,
until the time when the King Messiah shall come, the

- Conjunction of the Star Regulus, or "The Little King",
with the Planet Mercury-Raphael in the Constellation
of Leo on Sunday, September 10, 2017 -

The Constellation of Leo is related to the Tribe of
Judah.
In Esoteric Astrology, the Star Regulus, which means the
Little King, also called The Heart of the Lion,
represents the King-Messiah. It is located between the
feet of the Lion.
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youngest of his sons, and because of him nations shall
melt away.” (Targum Psj).
“Kings shall not cease from among those of the house
of Judah and neither shall scribes teaching the Law from
his son's sons until the time of King Messiah shall come,
to whom the kingship belongs; to him shall all the
kingdoms be subject.” (Targum Neofiti).
"... until he come whose right it is..." (Ezekiel 21:27).
(Please see: the Prophecy on Los Tres Mesías y el Mesías
Celeste anunciados en los Textos Esenios de Qumrán
[The Three Messiahs and the Heavenly Messiah
foretold in the Essene Texts from Qumran]). (THE
MESSIANIC LINE OF THE THREE MESSIAHS'
LINEAGE).

Conjunction of Planet Jupiter with the Star "Spica" of
the Constellation of Virgo - September 11, 2017.
"Spica", or "Spike", is the Main Star of the
Constellation of the Virgin.
In the Zohar, "Jupiter" is called "Tzedek" (Righteous)
and is the Planet that Kabbalistically governs the Sefirah
"Yesod" (Sex).
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Clarification: Elsewhere we explain that Yesod, or the
Sexual Functions, are Ruled by the Planet Uranus (as
Our V.M. Samael Aun Weor teaches us).
There is a relation between Yesod and the Planet Jupiter
when "Jupiter" Spiritually Unites with His Feminine, or
Nukvah, which is the Spiritual Event that is being
announced in Heaven: The Spiritual Fruit of the
Mystical Union of the FATHER-MOTHER
represented by the Planet Jupiter, or the Heavenly
Father, and the Star "Spica", the main Star of the
Constellation of the Virgin.
In other words: The Heavenly Father Zeus-Jupiter, or
the Solar Logos, Fecundates the Virgin Immaculately by
His Holy Spirit.

On March 13, 1993 (*), the Bodhisattva of the Prophet
Moses chose the Path of the Bodhisattvas of
Compassionate Heart, THE DIRECT WAY, THE
MIDDLE WAY of
CHRISTIFICATION AND
TOTAL LIBERATION, mounted on the Back of His
SACRED ELEPHANT GANESHA.
(*) On March 13, 1993, the most powerful Superstorm/
Hurricane of the Century "ever recorded in the History
of Mankind", "a storm of biblical proportions"
occurred, which generated waves up to 20 meters in the
Atlantic Ocean, and with winds up to 162 kilometers
per hour. The storm began a day earlier, on March 12,
intensified powerfully once it reached the shore on
March 13, and ended the following day, on March 14.

From Their Spiritual Union is Born from the Virginal
Womb of Virgo, or THE VIRGIN, The Fruit,
Offspring, or Shoot: the Man Child (GEBER) of
Revelation 12, who is, in one of its several esoteric
meanings, "MOSES WITH HIS ROD", as explained in
"Chapter II" of this Study.
"There is always a JUPITER INITIATOR IN THE
L A K E o r a M O S E S S AV E D F RO M T H E
WATERS." (V.M. SAMAEL AUN WEOR).
JUPITER, as ZEUS-JUPITER, THE COSMIC
CHRIST, is THE SOLAR LOGOS.

August 22 of this year 2017 (the day after the Total
Eclipse of the Sun) was the 24th Anniversary of the
Birth (which Occurred on August 22, 1993) of the
Prophet Moses (called "The Heart of Heaven" among
the Mayas) within the Heart of the Bodhisattva of V.M.
Thoth-Moisés.
In The Zohar, Moses-Tiferet, or "Venus-Lucifer" ("The
Bearer" of CHRIST's Light), is The Heart of Heaven,
the Heart of Zeir Anpin, or the Lesser Countenance.
On August 22, 1142 (date on which there was a Total
Solar Eclipse, "Total Solar Eclipse on August 22, 1142",
which lasted 3 minutes and 36 seconds), the Iroquois
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THE VIRGIN OF REVELATION 12, TRAVAILING
IN BIRTH, AND PAINED TO BE DELIVERED...
This also occurs WITHIN EVERY INITIATE OR
MASTER WHO INCARNATES THE INTERIOR,
INNER CHRIST, since the "Apocalypse" has to be
lived out by every Christified Master within His own
Soul, in His own Particular, Divine, Inner, Spiritual
Being.
The Event on September 23, 2017 of The Virgin
(Virgo) Clothed with Sun, Crowned with 12 Stars, with
the Moon under Her Feet, and Travailing in Birth, and
Pained to Be Delivered of Her MAN CHILD, and those
that have been occurring since the Total Eclipse of Sun
on August 21, 2017 are Signs in Heaven and on Earth
of Past, Present, and Future Events announced in this
Prophecy, which are being Fulfilled in this end of times.
THE VIRGIN of Revelation, Chapter 12, is "travailing
in birth" to GIVE BIRTH to THE MAN-CHILD,
symbolically represented by the Planet JUPITER
Exiting the "Womb" of the Constellation of VIRGO, or
THE VIRGIN.
"1 AND there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a
woman clothed with the sun, and the moon under her
feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars: 2 And
she being with child cried, travailing in birth, and
pained to be delivered." (Revelation 12:1-2).

Confederacy, or "Haudenosaunee" ("People of the
Longhouse"), was born, being composed of the Five
Nations: Oneida, Mohawk, Cayuga, Onondaga and
Seneca, created by Dekanawida with Aiionwatha's
assistance as his Spokesman, and with the mediation of
Jikohnsaseh, called "Great Peace Woman" and "Mother
of Nations".
Between November 20, 2016 and September 9, 2017,
the Planet Jupiter stays within the "Womb" of the
Constellation of the Virgin ("Virgo") for approximately
42 weeks... Normally human gestation lasts from 37 to
42 weeks...
In one of the several Esoteric Keys, the Zohar explains
about the Ninth Sphere of Light, or Sefirah, of the
Kabbalistic Tree of Life called YESOD (Foundation)
that "his planet is Jupiter (Heb. tzedek)..." (In one Key, to
be clear. For in other esoteric correspondences, YESOD,
THE SEXUAL FUNCTIONS, is Ruled by URANUS).
There is no contradiction between these two
correspondences, since it is through the SUBLIME
AND VIRGINAL, CHASTE, TRASCENDENTAL
EROTICISM OF YESOD that THE HEAVENLY
FATHER, having FECUNDED HIS BELOVED AND
VIRGINAL HEAVENLY WIFE BY WORK AND
GRACE OF THE HOLY SPIRIT, BRINGS TO LIFE
THE FRUIT OF HER LOINS: THE MAN CHILD
WITH THE ROD OF IRON WHO IS BORN OF
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"… the woman expectant with a man (gbr) is racked by
her pains, for from the shores of death she gives birth to
a male (zkr), and there emerges from the pains of Sheol,
from the «crucible» of the pregnant woman a Splendid
Counsellor with his strength, and the Man (gbr) is freed
from the womb." (Hymns by the Teacher of
Righteousness, 1QH, Column XI (III), 9-10).
"… in the Prophesy of the woman & Dragon
(Revelation, 12), the Dragon is Egypt, the woman
crowned with a crown of twelve stars & pained in travel
is the Church [Community] of the Hebrews in bondage
& affliction [due to materialism and lack of Fear of God
on Earth in this end of times] & the manchild with the
rod of iron is Moses with his rod..." (Sir Isaac Newton,
in "The First Book concerning the Language of the
Prophets", "Chapter IV", "The Prophesy of the eaten
Book described").
Please see also:
*Events in Heaven and on Earth 1993-2017
*Acontecimientos Esotéricos del 13 de Marzo
en el Aniversario 24 de la Escogida del Camino Directo
y el Elefante Sagrado GANESHA [Esoteric Events on
March 13 on the 24th Anniversary of Having Chosen
the Direct Way and the Sacred Elephant GANESHA]

-IThe Signs of The Times
The Signs of the Times... ("Signs" [Signos] is an
anagram of Gnosis...) in Heaven, on September 23,
2017, are Signs of Spiritual, Esoteric Events that herald
the fulfillment of the Prophecy of Chapter 12 of the
Book of Apocalypse, or Revelation.
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This is not a date in which the world will end, although,
indeed, these are announcements of "the end of times"
of an end of times, as it is written:
"And when the dragon saw that he was cast unto the
earth, he persecuted the woman which brought forth the
man child. And to the woman were given two wings of a
great eagle, that she might fly into the wilderness, into
her place, where she is nourished for a time, and times,
and half a time, from the face of the
serpent." (Revelation 12:13-14).
"Time, and times, and half", or sixty-nine "Weeks" and
"half" of a "Week"... Have passed already!...
In this sense, we are already in the end of times of "a
time, and times, and half a time".
But the other "half" of the last of the "Seventy Weeks" is
still lacking.
This last "half" is the "three days and an
half" (Revelation 11:9) prior to the Esoteric Resurrection
of THE TWO WITNESSES of the Apocalypse
ELIJAH AND MOSES...
"Three Days and a Half" are also equivalent to "Three
Years and a Half", each year of 360 days, 1260 Days in
total: 360+360+360+180=1260.
The First Witness, who is THE PROPHET ELIJAH,
Reincarnated in Our Venerable MASTER RABOLÚ,

has already Resurrected Esoterically, Spiritually, many
years ago!...
The Prophecy of the "Death" and "Resurrection" of
THE TWO WITNESSES ELIJAH AND MOSES is
found before Chapter 12 of Revelation, in Chapter 11.
This indicates that what is foretold in Chapter 11 of
Revelation was fulfilled first, before what is foretold in
Chapter 12 of Revelation... Thus indicating that the
Times of "Time, and times, and half", or sixty-nine
"Weeks" and "half" a "Week", have been fulfilled...
The Second Witness, who is THE PROPHET MOSES,
or THE MAN-CHILD of Revelation 12:5, is in His
Processes of the ESOTERIC RESURRECTION, with
the Help of God... This indicates that very little time
remains...
Sir Isaac Newton revealed that "the manchild with the
rod of iron [of Revelation 12:5] is Moses with his rod..."
(Please see our study on "La Profecía de las Setenta
Semanas [The Prophecy of the Seventy Weeks]").
The Great Kabbalist Isaac Luria revealed much earlier
in "The Gate of Reincarnations" that the Prophet
Moses will
Reincarnate, returning in "the last
Generation", that is, NOW in this end of times...
Some interpret that the Child born of the Virgin of
chapter 12 of Revelation refers to Our Lord Jesus The
Christ. But we must understand that Our Lord JESUS
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THE CHRIST, THE SON OF THE LIVING GOD,
Lives with His same Body with which He Resurrected
about Two Thousand years ago. His "Second Coming"
has several Esoteric meanings, one of which refers to
the Coming of the "other Comforter", the Holy Spirit
who, in any case, is "His Likeness", or His "AlterChrist".
Regulus, Venus, Mars and Mercury in Leo; Sun and
Jupiter in Virgo; Moon between Virgo and Libra;
Saturn in Ophiuchus (Pluto in Sagittarius, Neptune in
Aquarius, and Uranus in Pisces, in a lower position) will
appear in alignment (with the Star Regulus of Leo,
above Venus) and very near the line of the celestial
Equator on September 23, 2017.
Image elaborated navigating through time with the
"Starry Night Pro Plus 7" Software. To view the image
in a larger size (1.1 MB), please click the cursor here.
Regulus with Venus, Mars and Mercury in Leo, followed
by THE SUN (IN VIRGO), POSITIONED ON THE
CROSSING OF THE ECLIPTICS OF THE
EQUATOR AND THE MERIDIAN (between
September 22 and 23), FORMING THE "X"SHAPED CROSS OF ST. ANDREW, are among the
first to rise on the horizon between 4:30 and 6 a.m.,
Asunción time, Paraguay. Then they are followed by
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Jupiter, the Moon below the Virgin's Feet, later followed
further away by Saturn, Pluto, Neptune, and Uranus.
ALL ALIGNED VERY CLOSE ON THE SUN PATH
LINE, except for the Moon with the Crescent Moon,
positioned BELOW THE VIRGIN's FEET.

the Ascent in Heaven of the "Little King" Born like
"ZEUS-JUPITER", THE CHRIST-SUN, from THE
VIRGIN-MOTHER's Womb, positioned "between her
Feet". And for a near Future, "in the Time to Come", it
announces THE MYSTICAL MARRIAGE OF THE
DIVINE COUPLE ZEUS-HERA.
The Sacred Marriage, or "hieros gamos", of "The
Divine Couple" of the God Zeus and the Goddess Hera,
or Juno, "The Matron Goddess" (Matronetha or
Matronitha), is the permanent and definitive inner and
spiritual Edenic Weddings that the Interior and Inner
Christ accomplishes with His Beloved Feminine
Spiritual Soul, or "Nukvah", in the Esoteric Processes of
The Third Mountain, as we are taught by Our V.M.
Samael Aun Weor in His Great Work "Las Tres
Montañas [The Three Mountains]".
"From the Ancient of days emanates the Divine Couple,
that is, the Christ and His Virgin Bride,…" (V.M.
Samael Aun Weor).
This is the Prophet Moses' Spiritual, Mystical Marriage
with His Soul Hayyah, the Neshamah of the Neshamah,
which is the Soul at the Kabbalistic Level of the Sefirah
Chochmah THE COSMIC CHRIST, to continue
ascending, with the Help of God, to the Highest Soul,
which is the Soul YEHIDAH, OR "UNIQUE", the Soul
at the Level of KETHER, the FATHER, the HOLY
ANCIENT OF DAYS.

The rising on the horizon of the Star Regulus first,
followed by the other "Three Stars": Venus, Mars and
Mercury, almost equidistant from one another, and then
by THE SUN on THE VIRGIN's Shoulder, Announces
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(Please see: EL ALMA Y SUS CINCO NIVELES
[THE SOUL AND ITS FIVE LEVELS] in http://
www.testimonios-de-un-discipulo.com/El-Alma-y-SusCinco-Niveles-a-la-Luz-del-Zohar.pdf).
On September 23, the Crescent Moon appears at the
Virgin's Feet.
The Planet Jupiter, after staying 42 weeks in the Virgin's
Womb, comes out from "between her feet".
Between November 20, 2016 and September 9, 2017,
the Planet Jupiter stays within the "Womb" of the
Constellation of the Virgin ("Virgo") for approximately
42 weeks... Normally human gestation lasts from 37 to
42 weeks...
These signs in Heaven are immediately followed by the
Woman Clothed with the Sun, with the Moon under her
feet, and Twelve Stars upon Her Head, travailing in
birth to Be Delivered... (Revelation 12:2 and Exodus 2:6)
on September 23, 2017... Three days before the 17th
Anniversary of the Incarnation and Birth of the Child
Christ, or Golden Messiah, of V.M. Thoth-Moisés,
which took place between September 25 and 26, Year
2000, in the City of Bakatá, in Colombia.
Although this is a Unique Astronomical Event, some say
that there were already other events like that of
September 23 in previous centuries, but they were not
the same:

Image elaborated navigating through time with the
"Starry Night Pro Plus 7" Software. To view the image
in a larger size (1.1 MB), please click the cursor here.
Virgo on September 14, 1056, The Moon is further
from the Virgin's Feet. The "12 Stars" are not complete
upon the Virgin's Head, in Leo.
EXPANSION:
Astronomical Event on September 14, 1056.
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The three "Stars" Venus, Mercury and Mars, although
are indeed on the Virgin's Head, none of the three are
in Leo.
Venus is in Conjunction with Regulus.
Mercury and Mars: in Virgo on the Virgin's Head.
The Sun: it is not on the Virgin's shoulder, nor is it at the
crossing of the Equator and the Meridian.
Jupiter.
Moon: in Libra a little further from the Virgin's Feet.
Uranus.
Pluto (not visible in the image) further away from the
Equator.
Saturn and Neptune (not visible in the image) a little
further from the Equator.
Conclusion: This Astronomical Event of September 14,
1056 is not the same Event of September 23, 2017.

Image elaborated navigating through time with the
"Starry Night Pro Plus 7" Software. To view the image
in a larger size (1.1 MB), please click the cursor here.
Virgo on September 5, 1293, 724 years ago! It is similar,
but not exactly the same, since although the moon is
close to the feet, it is not exactly under the feet, and
Jupiter is above the Virgin's Womb, and not exactly
coming out from "between her feet"…
EXPANSION: Navigating through time with the
"Starry Night Pro Plus 7" Software, I have been able to
obtain more precise information about the Astronomical
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Event of September 5, 1293. In the image we can see
the following details:
September 5, 1293.
In Leo: Mercury, Uranus, Venus, then in Virgo: Mars.
In total, four "Stars" upon the Virgin's Head plus Leo's
Nine "Stars", they are 13 "Stars" in total, and not 12
"Stars".
The Sun is Far from the Crossing of the lines of the
Ecliptics of the Equator and the Meridian.
Jupiter: further above the Virgin's Uterus.
Neptune: a little further from the Equatorial line.
In Libra: the Moon further from the Virgin's Feet.
Pluto and Saturn, further below (not visible in this
image) further from the Ecliptic line of the Equator.
Conclusion: This Astronomical Event of September 5,
1293 is not the same as the Astronomical Event of
September 23, 2017.

Image elaborated navigating through time with the
"Starry Night Pro Plus 7" Software. To view the image
in a larger size (1.1 MB), please click the cursor here.
Virgo on September 6, 1483. The Moon is not in the
same position, exactly below the Virgin's Feet (it is next
to Saturn and further from the feet). The Seven Planets
are not aligned. The Three Planets: Mercury, Mars and
Venus are not upon the Virgin's Head in the
Constellation of Leo!
EXPANSION:
September 6, 1483.
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Venus in Leo.
Mercury and Mars in Virgo.
The Sun is far from the Crossing of the Ecliptics of the
Equator and the Meridian.
Jupiter.
Pluto is further away from the Equator.
Saturn.
The Moon in Libra further from the Virgin's Feet.
Neptune and Uranus.
Conclusion: This Astronomical Event of September 5,
1293 is not the same as the Astronomical Event of
September 23, 2017
Image elaborated navigating through time with the
"Starry Night Pro Plus 7" Software. To view the image
in a larger size (1.1 MB), please click the cursor here.
Virgo on September 24, 1827. The Moon is far from the
Virgin's feet, it is not under her feet.
EXPANSION:
September 24, 1827.
Mars in Leo. Venus and Mercury in Virgo.
The Sun at the Crossing of the Ecliptics of the Ecuador
and the Meridian.
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THE BOOKS OF THE ZOHAR are one of the
Sources that foretell the Prophet MOSES' Soul
Reincarnation in this end of Times...
Analyzing those previous events, they confirm that the
Event of September 23, 2017 is indeed UNIQUE,
although there have been other similar but not equal
celestial phenomena in a time span of several centuries.
It is argued that the constellation of Leo has much more
than "7 Stars", which is true. However, it is the same
Astronomy that points out the SEVEN MAIN STARS
OF THE CONSTELLATION OF LEO.
And although it is said that in the past there were other
same events, it is not exactly the same event. Why?
Because of all that we have seen before, and also
because:
ON SEPTEMBER 23, 2017, the SEVEN
ASTROLOGICAL PLANETS ARE ALIGNING ON
THE ECLIPTIC OF THE EQUATOR OF THE
"SUN PATH" IN ADDITION TO THE OTHER
PLANETS: Saturn, Pluto, Neptune and Uranus.
Because THE "12 STARS" REUNITE UPON THE
VIRGIN'S HEAD IN THE CONSTELLATION OF
LEO.
Because this event occurs ONLY ONCE AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE SEVENTH MILLENNIUM...
ALSO FALLING ON THE ROSH HASHANAH

Jupiter.
The Moon in Libra, further from the Virgin's Feet.
Neptune and Uranus (not visible in this image).
Pluto far further away from the Line of the Equator.
(Not visible in this image).
Conclusion:
This Astronomical Event of September 24, 1827 is not
the same Event of September 23, 2017.
Anyway, there is indeed a very Transcendental
Historical fact that took place in the Year 1827, which
was the last Year of the Great Master of Music L.V.
BEETHOVEN's Life. In this year 1827 BEETHOVEN
began to write the sketches of His TENTH
SYMPHONY!
The Astronomical Event of Virgo on September 5, 1293
was possibly, probably, a prefiguration of the Event of
September 23 of this year 2017.
By the year 1293, the Publication of THE BOOKS OF
THE ZOHAR, whose Ancient GNOSTICCHRISTIAN Teachings were compiled by the Spanish
Kabbalist Moses of Leon (1240-1305), and where it is
written that: the Earth is round!... was being Conceived
Occultly.
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the Teacher of Righteousness, and the Shoot of David
Reincarnated in these End Times...
"Before she travailed, she brought forth; before her pain
came, she was delivered of a man child." (Isaiah, 66.7).
"Before distress cometh upon her, she shall be redeemed;
and before trembling cometh upon her, like the pains
upon a woman in child-bearings her King shall be
revealed." (Targum of Isaiah, 66.7).
These Prophecies have been fulfilled because ENOCH,
or the Prophet MOSES Reincarnated in V.M.
THOTH-MOISÉS, HAS REVEALED, DISCLOSED
Himself, APPEARED publicly since before September
23, 2017, since THE MONTH OF ELUL, Year 5760
of the Hebrew Calendar; that is to say, since September
26, Year 2000 of Our Christian Era, at the end of the
"SIXTH MILLENNIUM", which was THE EVE OF
THE "SEVENTH MILLENNIUM", that is, the
Millennium in which we, all Suffering Humanity, are
now...
"... In 1QH III,7-10 (a Text from Qumran) there is
mention of a "geber" and "zakar", purified in His
Mother's womb as in a crucible, who is given the
messianic title of "wonderful counsellor" (See Isaiah
9.6)":
"… the woman expectant with a man (gbr) is racked by
her pains, for from the shores of death she gives birth to

CELEBRATION, the beginning of the Jewish New
Year.
Because it is a New "STAR OF BETHLEHEM"
Announcing that the CHILD-CHRIST of the Prophet
MOSES has already Reincarnated since September 26,
Year 2000 of Our Christian Era.
The Spiritual Triumphs foretold in the Prophecies and
confirmed by the Signs in Heaven on September 23,
2017 are also preceded by great fights, dangers, and
spiritual battles in heaven and on earth, as it is written in
Chapter 12 of the Book of Revelation, and in the
Essene Texts from Qumran referring to the
E S C H ATO LO G I C A L T E AC H E R O F
RIGHTEOUSNESS [EL MAESTRO DE JUSTICIA
ESJATOLÓGICO], or of the END OF TIMES, who
corresponds to the Soul of the Prophet Moses, Shiloh,
King Solomon Reincarnate.
What is Announced in THE SIGNS OF TIMES and
the Prophetic Visions written in the Essene Texts from
Qumran is being fulfilled...
Between the years 2001-2002 we began to give public
shape to our "Community of the Desert"... in this "last
Generation"...
"The birth pangs of the Messiah have already
begun" (the Prophet-King-Messiah), who is Moses, or
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and the wrenching pains of his birth; terror (sizes) those
giving birth, and at his birth all the pains come suddenly,
in the 'crucible' of the pregnant woman." (1QHodayot,
Columna XI(III) 7-12).
The biblical text reads:
"For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given: and
the government shall be upon his shoulder: and his
name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty
God ["AZAZEL", which means "MIGHTY GOD"],
The everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace." (Isaiah
9.6).
"Azazel" contains the words "Azaz", which means
"Mighty", and "El", which means "God". Therefore
"Azazel" literally means "Mighty God".
In the "Epistle of Barnabas" (ascribed by Clement of
Alexandria to the Apostle Barnabas, one of the Seventy
Disciples and the Apostle Paul's companion in his
Mission), Azazel's Male Goat is identified with Our Lord
Jesus The Christ:
"… 6. Attend ye to the commandments which He gave.
Take two goats, fair and alike, and offer them, and let
the priest take the one for a whole burnt offering for
sins. But the other one--what must they do with it?
Accursed, saith He, is the one. Give heed how the type
of Jesus is revealed. And do ye all spit upon it and goad
it, and place scarlet wool about its head, and so let it be

a male (zkr), and there emerges from the pains of Sheol,
from the «crucible» of the pregnant woman a Splendid
Counsellor with his strength, and the Man (gbr) is freed
from the womb." (Hymns by the Teacher of
Righteousness, 1QH, Col. XI (III), 9-10).
(Please see: "LOS TRES MESÍAS Y EL MESÍAS
CELESTE ANUNCIADOS EN LOS
MANUSCRITOS ESENIOS HALLADOS EN LAS
CUEVAS DE LOS ALREDEDORES DE QUMRÁN
[THE THREE MESSIAHS AND THE HEAVENLY
M E S S I A H F O R E TO L D I N T H E E S S E N E
M A N U S C R I P T S F O U N D I N T H E C AV E S
SURROUNDING QUMRAN]" in:
http://
www.testimonios-de-un-discipulo.com/Los-Tres-Mesiasy-el-Mesias-Celeste/Los-Tres-Mesias-y-el-MesiasCeleste-Tercera-Parte.html).
Another translation of the previous Text reads:
"I was in distress like a woman giving birth the first time
when her birth-pangs come on her and a pain racks her
womb to begin the birth in the 'crucible' of the pregnant
woman. Since sons reach the frontiers of death and the
woman expectant with a man is racked by her pains, for
from the shores of death she give birth to a male, and
there emerges from the pains of Sheol, from the
'crucible' of the pregnant woman a splendid counsellor
with his strength, and the man is freed from the womb.
Into the woman expectant with him rush all the spasms
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the sin of many, and made intercession for the
transgressors..." (Isaiah 53: 12).
The same words applied to Azazel in the Book of
Leviticus, Chapter 16, are applied to the Servant of
Isaiah, in Isaiah, Chapter 53...
"Azazel was the King Solomon. Presently, the
Bodhisattva of Azazel is fallen; but it is logical that in
the near future, that Bodhisattva will rise from the mud
of the earth." (From "El Mensaje de Acuario [The
Message of Aquarius]" by our V.M. Samael Aun Weor).
Azazel, or the King Solomon, is the Likeness of our
Lord Jesus The Christ, and His Holy Spirit, the "Other
Comforter", "Menahem".
The Zohar explains that the words of Isaiah 9:6
"Wonderful" esoterically mean "Occult", "Hidden",
referring to Kether, The Father, The Holy Ancient of
Days, and to Chochmah; "Counsellor" is "Binah";
"Mighty God", Chesed and Geburah; "Father" is Jacob,
or Tiferet; "Eternal" is Netzach; "Prince" is Hod; and
"Peace" is Yesod (Joseph). As for the Tenth Sefirah
Malchut, it is His Queen and Feminine Yesod, or
NUKVAH, and HER "FEET", or His WIFE.
In short, the Words of Isaiah 9:6 interpreted in the
Light of the Zohar refer to ADAM-KADMON, or
ENOCH-METRATON, who realizes the 10 Sefirot, or
VESSELS OF SPIRITUAL LIGHT, of the Kabbalistic

cast into the wilderness. And when it is so done, he that
taketh the goat into the wilderness leadeth it, and taketh
off the wool, and putteth it upon the branch ... the same
whereof we are wont to eat the shoots when we find
them in the country. Of this briar alone is the fruit thus
sweet. What then meaneth this? Give heed. The one at
the alter, and the other accursed. And moreover the
accursed one crowned. For they shall see Him in that
day wearing the long scarlet robe about His flesh, and
shall say, Is not this He, Whom once we crucified and set
at nought and spat upon; verily this was He, Who then
said that He was the Son of God. For how is He like the
goat? For this reason it says the goats shall be fair and
alike, that, when they shall see Him coming then, they
may be astonished at the likeness of the goat. Therefore
behold the type of Jesus that was to suffer..."
"And the goat [for Azazel] shall bear upon him all their
iniquities unto a land not inhabited: and he shall let go
the goat in the wilderness." (Leviticus, 16: 20-22). "... Yet
it pleased YHVH to bruise him; he hath put him to
grief: when thou shalt make his soul an offering for sin,
he shall see his seed, he shall prolong his days, and the
pleasure of YHVH shall prosper in his hand. He shall
see of the travail of his soul, and shall be satisfied: by his
knowledge shall my righteous servant justify many; for
he shall bear their iniquities..." (Isaiah 53: 10-11) "... and
he was numbered with the transgressors; and he bare
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material to give and very good advice for all the
community."
We are already in the generation in which the ProphetKing-Messiah Shiloh, or Moses, has Reincarnated again
to begin to accomplish his "Great Mission" for the Good
of all Suffering Humanity.
And He... the Prophet Moses Reincarnated in these End
Times has been given authorization from Heaven to
Reveal and Interpret publicly, to all Humanity, the
Mysteries of the Holy TORAH contained in THE
ZOHAR and in THE GENEALOGICAL TREE OF
WISDOM... "THAT IS HIDDEN IN THE THREE
MOUNTAINS"...

Tree of Life that is hidden in The Three Mountains,
w h o s e Pa t h i s " M AT RO N I T H A " , o r T H E
"MATRON", THE HOLY SHEKINAH, who is His
SPIRITUAL WIFE.
The Targum of Isaiah, interpreting Isaiah 9:5, identifies
the Messiah with Azazel, since Azazel means "Mighty
God", as we saw before:
"The prophet said to the house of David, For unto us a
Child is born, unto us a Son is given, and He has taken
the law upon Himself to keep it. His name is called from
eternity, Wonderful [Counsellor], The Mighty God, who
liveth to eternity, The Messiah, whose peace shall be
great upon us in His days." (Targum of Isaiah, 9.5).
The previous epithets, denominations, attributes are
applied to the True Teacher of Righteousness
Reincarnated in the End Times, who is called
"Geber" ("Man") in the Texts from Qumran, he is also
the "Wonderful Counsellor" and the "Prince of Peace",
which identifies him with Crown Prince Solomon, who
became "King of Peace" (Shalom).
The foregoing reminds me of the Carta "1250" del "6
de septiembre de 1994" [Letter "1250" of "September
6, 1994"] sent by Our V.M. Rabolú to Brazil, where He
says:
"I would be very pleased if the missionary Palacio and
Wife attended that Assembly as they have a lot of
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- II The Man Child with the Rod of Iron
is Moses with his Rod,
and the Son of the Woman Clothed with the
Sun of the Apocalypse

The Woman Clothed with the Sun, Crowned with
Twelve Stars, with the Moon Under her Feet, and
Travailing in Birth gives Birth to a Man Child
(Revelation 12).
"1 AND there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a
woman clothed with the sun, and the moon under her
feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars: 2 And
she being with child cried, travailing in birth, and
pained to be delivered. 3 And there appeared another
wonder in heaven; and behold a great red dragon,
having seven heads and ten horns, and seven crowns
upon his heads. 4 And his tail drew the third part of the
stars of heaven, and did cast them to the earth: and the
dragon stood before the woman which was ready to be
delivered, for to devour her child as soon as it was born.
5 And she brought forth a man child, who was to rule all
nations with a rod of iron: and her child was caught up
unto God, and to his throne. 6 And the woman fled into
the wilderness, where she hath a place prepared of God,
that they should feed her there a thousand two hundred
and threescore days." (Revelation 12:1-6).
The Mathematician, Astronomer and Kabbalist Sir
Isaac Newton, in an Interpretation of the previous
paragraphs of the Book of Revelation, reveals that "the
woman crowned with a crown of twelve stars & pained
in travel is the Church of the Hebrews in bondage &
affliction"; that "the Manchild with the rod of iron" and
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*NOTE: The 360-day year (12 months of 30 days each)
is not the year of the current Hebrew lunar calendar
that consists of "a total of 354 days".
EXPANSION: On Friday, July 14, 2017 (a little more
than 2 months ahead of the Event of September 23,
2017), I was given in the Higher Dimensions the Rod of
Iron, of Stainless Steel, finished in a Staff-shape on its
upper part.
CLARIFICATION: Everything I tell about the Esoteric
Lived Experiences belongs to the Spiritual Part, to my
Real Being, to my Inner and Heavenly FATHERMOTHER, and not to my physical person, which is
only His very imperfect physical vehicle and instrument
by which HE is fulfilling HIS GREAT WORK AND
MISSION.
In the Book of Jubilees, the Year of the Solar Calendar
is composed of 364 days, which was a development of
the early calendar wherein the Solar Year was composed
of 360 Days + 4 Days, opposed to the 354-Day Year of
the Lunar Calendar.
In our study on the Prophecy of the Seventy Weeks [la
Profecía de las Setenta Semanas] of the 490 years of the
Book of the Prophet Daniel, we started from the Decree
of Artaxerxes of the year 457 before Our Christian Era.
We explained that until the Year 30 of Our Christian
Era, 486.5 Years were accomplished with Our Lord

Son of the Woman Clothed with the Sun "is Moses with
his rod..." (reincarnated in these times of the
"Apocalypse"):
"… in the Prophesy of the woman & Dragon
(Revelation, 12), the Dragon is Egypt, the woman
crowned with a crown of twelve stars & pained in travel
is the Church [Community] of the Hebrews in bondage
& affliction [due to materialism and lack of Fear of God
on Earth in this end of times] & the manchild with the
rod of iron is Moses with his rod..." (Sir Isaac Newton,
in "The First Book concerning the Language of the
Prophets", "Chapter IV", "The Prophesy of the eaten
Book described").
"... the seed of the woman & the Prophet & the Shiloh
spoken of by Moses..." (Sir Isaac Newton, "Our religion
to Iesus Christ.").
"A thousand two hundred and
threescore days" are
equivalent to three and a half years, or its equivalent of
42 months, each month of 30 days
(360+360+360+180=1260 days), they are "time, and
times, and half" a time (of the Prophet Daniel's*
Prophecy of the Seventy Weeks), during which there is
the fulfillment of the prophecy of the two witnesses
Elijah and Moses of Chapter 11 of Revelation who
prophesy clothed in sackcloth, that is to say, incarnated
within the "sackcloth", or physical body, of their Human
persons.
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The Decree of Artaxerxes in the Year 457 (before our
Christian Era) is the date on which the reckoning of the
Seventy Weeks begins. (Please see: "EL NACIMIENTO
PASIÓN Y RESURRECCIÓN DE JESÚS EL
C R I S T O [ T H E B I RT H , PA S S I O N , A N D
RESURRECTION OF JESUS THE CHRIST]").
490 Years, each Year of 360 Days = 176,400 days.
490 Years, each Year of 364 Days = 178,360 days.
If we subtract the figure of 176,400 days from 178,360
days, it gives us the result of 1,960 days.
If each Day is equal to 1 Year, then they are 1,960
Years.
If we start from the Year 30 of Our Christian Era,
adding 1,960 Years, it gives us the figure of 1,990 Years.
And if we add the "3.5" Years that were lacking to 490
Years, it gives us the figure of 1,993 and a half years of
Our Christian Era, the time of the Prophet Moses' Birth
as V.M. Thoth-Moisés (the Second and Last Witness of
the Apocalypse), who reincarnated on August 22, 1993.
The time when the Essene Texts from Qumran were
published "integrally" in Spanish for the first time.
These explanations complete our studies on the Prophet
Daniel's Prophecy of the Seventy Weeks [La Profecía de
las Setenta Semanas del Profeta Daniel] consistent with
the Essene Solar Calendar of 364 days per Year. And
they harmonize the transition from the Ancient 360-day

Jesus The Christ's Life, Passion and Resurrection,
remaining 3.5 Years reserved for the accomplishment of
the 490 Years, for this end of times:
In the Light of the Prophecy of the Seventy Weeks of
the Prophet Daniel and of the Words of our Lord Jesus
The Christ, the last part of the Seventy Weeks is for this
time: the last half, or "the three days and a half", of the
last of the Seventy Weeks.
Seventy Weeks are numerically equivalent to 490 Days
(70x7=490). But as each "Day" is equivalent in the
Prophecy to a Year, the 490 "Days" of the "Seventy
Weeks" are 490 Years.
The "Seventy Weeks" counted in Years are:
Seven weeks… ("Time")… (49 years).
S i x t y - t wo we e k s. . . ( " T i m e s " ) . . . ( 4 3 4 ye a r s ) .
Half a week... ("Half")… (3.5 years, three and a half
years).
49+434+3.5=486.5 "Days"
457 Years until the Passover of the Year 30 of Our
Christian Age result in 486.5 Years.
"Half" a Week (3.5 Days, or 3.5 Years) remains for the
accomplishment of the Seventy Weeks, or 490 Years,
reserved for The End Times...
"Half" a Week is Three and a half days.
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Calendar (12 months in the year, each of 30 days) to the
364-Day Solar Calendar: 8 months of 30 days (240
days), and 4 months: the third, sixth, ninth, and twelfth
of 31 days each (4x31=124 days). Total; 240+124=364
days.

- III The Essene Solar Year
and the Seleucid-Hasmonean Lunar Year
"And all the days of Enoch were three hundred sixty
and five years:" (Genesis 5:23).
The Zohar's Rabbis of the II Century of Our Christian
Era were aware of the 365-day length of the Solar Year:
"... when the [Esoteric, Spiritual] Moon, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, shines at its fullest, the number of its days
rises to be 365 days, AS THE SOLAR YEAR, WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN,..." (The Zohar).
"Said R. Simeon [ben Yohai]: ... In the third month,
when the children of Israel were gone forth out of the
land of Egypt ... The third month is the one in which
the celestial chief Uriel has sway. He has three hundred
and sixty-five myriads of camps with him,
corresponding to all the days of the year..." (The Zohar).
A little further on, Rabbi Yose refers to the:
"... three hundred and sixty-five legions called days of
the solar year,..." (The Zohar).
"... Enoch ... meaning the solar year when our present
duration was settled, 365 days—('God took him when he
was 365 years old')..." (H.P. Blavatsky).
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the Fourth Day of Creation, when the Sun and Moon
were Created), each month of 30 days, with an
additional day, or "Remembrance" day, in the third
month: 23 weeks x 7 days = 91 days; that is, 3 months x
30 days each month = 90 days plus 1 additional day in
the third month gives a total of 91 days, which
multiplied by the 4 seasons of the year: 91x4 equals the
364 days of the Solar Year.
The first day of the Essene Solar Calendar was always a
Wednesday in Spring, corresponding to the Fourth Day
of Creation in which God Created the "Sun" and the
"Moon":
"14 And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament
of the heaven to divide the day from the night; and let
them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and
years: 15 And let them be for lights in the firmament of
the heaven to give light upon the earth: and it was so. 16
And God made two great lights; the greater light to rule
the day, and the lesser light to rule the night: he made
the stars also. 17 And God set them in the firmament of
the heaven to give light upon the earth, 18 And to rule
over the day and over the night, and to divide the light
from the darkness: and God saw that it was good. 19
And the evening and the morning were the fourth
day." (Genesis 1: 14-19).
The Hebrew "354"-day "Lunar Year" (used by the
Seleucids and the Hasmoneans, these latter being the

"11 In the six hundredth year of Noah’s life, in the
second month, the seventeenth day of the month, the
same day were all the fountains of the great deep
broken up, and the windows of heaven were
opened...." (Genesis 7:11). "3 And the waters returned
from off the earth continually: and after the end of the
hundred and fifty days the waters were abated. 4 And
the ark rested in the seventh month, on the seventeenth
day of the month, upon the mountains of
Ararat." (Genesis 8:3-4).
From the 17th day of the second month to the 17th day
of the seventh month there are 5 months equivalent to
150 days. 150 days divided by 5 months gives as result
30 days for each month. This clearly indicates that the
length of the month in the previous texts of the Book of
Genesis at the time of Noah and the Deluge was 30
days.
The 364-day Solar Year of the Essenes is made of 12
months of 30 days each month (12x30=360) plus 4
additional days, or a total of 364 days.
To each of the four seasons of the year corresponds
Thirteen Weeks: (4x13=52), or a total of 52 weeks a
year:
52 weeks, each week of 7 days (52x7=364).
To each season of thirteen weeks corresponds three
months (each quarter began on a Wednesday that was
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By the year 167 before Our Christian Era, the 364-day
Solar year Calendar was the official cult calendar until it
was replaced by the 354-day lunar calendar of the
Seleucids.
"The Seleucid Empire (312-63 BC) was a Hellenistic
empire and a successor state of Alexander the Great's
Empire."
Once the fight against the "Seleucids", waged by the
"Maccabees" led by Matisyahu the Hasmonean High
Priest, was over, after his death, the "Maccabees"
usurped the position and function of the "High Priest"
that legitimately belonged to the "Teacher of
Righteousness" chosen by God, and a true "Son of
Zadok".
"Zadok", or "Sadoc", was the "founder of the High
Priestly line of the Jerusalem Temple" during the
Kingdom of King David, whose legitimate heir in the
mid-II century before Our Christian Era was The
Teacher of Righteousness.
The "Maccabees", betraying the same cause for which
they had previously fought, a cause began by the Great
Matisyahu, instead of taking a stand in favor of the
continuation of the legitimate high priesthood of the
Zadok line in the Teacher of Righteousness, they made
alliances with the Hellenizers.

descendants of the Maccabees) was totally rejected by
the Teacher of Righteousness and His Community of
the Essenes that settled on the shores of the Dead Sea in
the place that is currently called "Qumran".
The Solar Calendar was established by God, as it is
written in the Book 1 of Enoch (1 Enoch 18:14-16;
80:2-8); and in the Book of Jubilees (Jubilees 2:9;
6:30-32).
"... lest they forget the feasts of the covenant and walk
according to the feasts of the Gentiles after their error
and after their ignorance. 36 For there will be those who
will assuredly make observations of the moon -now (it)
disturbeth the seasons and cometh in from year to year
ten days too soon..." (Book of Jubilees, 6:35-36).
By the year 200 before our Christian Era, the Jewish
People were being subdued by the Hellenizing culture of
the Seleucids, and "irreligious men", "who had forsaken
the Law of the Most High God", submitted themselves
to them. The author of the Book of "Ecclesiastes",
written around the year 190 before our Christian Era,
Jesus Ben Sira, refers to them:
"8 Woe be unto you, ungodly men, which have forsaken
the Law of the Most High God!" ("The Wisdom of
Jesus Ben-Sira", or the "Ecclesiastes", XLI:8.).
Please see our study "Simón Hijo de Yohanan [Simon
Son of Yohanan]".
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Around the year 152 BCE, the "Teacher of
Righteousness" was illegally deposed and displaced from
the High Priesthood by one of the Maccabean brothers:
Jonathan, who was not a priest of the Zadokite line. In
that same year, Jonathan is designated as high priest by
Alexander Balas (an usurper of the throne of the
Seleucid Empire), which constituted an illegal act; and
also accepting (by the year 150 BCE) the appointment as
governor of Judea, dying in the year 142 or 143 BCE,
and being succeeded by his brother Simon Maccabeus
in that same year, this latter obtaining a "legitimization"
to the usurpation of priesthood through and with the
support of his family around the year 140 BCE. Simon
Maccabeus held those positions until the year 134 BCE.
He was succeeded by his son John Hyrcanus, who
reigned until the year 104 BCE.
It was under the Seleucids and the Maccabees that the
364-day Solar calendar of Enoch, of the Book of
Jubilees, of the Teacher of Righteousness and the
Essene Community was replaced by the 354-day lunar
calendar in the Temple of Jerusalem.
Two currents were defined thereafter:
1.- The Zadok Line of the Teacher of Righteousness
and the Community of the Essenes, who continued to
use the 364-day Solar Cult Calendar, a line that
continued within the bosom of Early Christianity; and,

2.- The Seleucid and Hasmonean Line of the
Maccabean usurpers of the Legitimate Priesthood, who
established the 354-day Lunar Cult Calendar in the
Temple of Jerusalem, desecrating it.
Our Lord Jesus The Christ pronounced Himself against
that Seleucid/Hasmonean line, usurper of priesthood,
restoring the Legitimate Priesthood of the Solar Cult in
the Apostle Simon Peter Son of Yohanan [Simón Pedro
Hijo de Yohanán].
A historical parallel occurred many centuries before in
Ancient Egypt, when Pharaoh Akhenaten struggled to
restore the ancient Solar Cult of Aten in Egypt, which
had been changed into the Lunar Cult of the priests of
Amon.
To complete the 364-day Solar Year with 365 days, the
Essenes may have taken this day into account. To date,
according to the published Texts from Qumran, there
are no references in any of them to the 365-day Solar
Year. But it is also possible that this length of the Solar
Year (365 days) may have been transmitted only through
the unwritten Tradition. For it is very likely that in the
figure of the "365" years of Enoch's lifetime (Genesis
5:23), there is an indication of the 365-day length of the
Solar Year, which could not have gone unnoticed by the
Essenes from Qumran.
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shall err concerning them, [And they shall be altered
from all their ways], Yea, they shall err and take them to
be gods. 8 And evil shall be multiplied upon them, And
punishment shall come upon them So as to destroy
all." (Book 1 of Enoch, 80:2-8).
***
The Great Sign of all time is The Sun, and not the
Moon:
"9 And God appointed the sun to be a great sign on the
earth for days and for Sabbaths [weeks] and for months
and for feasts and for years and for Sabbaths of years
[septennial] and for jubilees and for all seasons of the
years (Book of Jubilees, 2:9).
***
The Solar Year is the Complete Year:
"30 And all the days of the commandment will be two
and fifty weeks of days, and (these will make) the entire
year complete. Thus it is engraven and ordained on the
heavenly tablets. 31 And there is no neglecting (this
commandment) for a single year or from year to year. 32
And command thou the children of Israel that they
observe the years according to this reckoning- three
hundred and sixty-four days, and (these) will constitute a
complete year, and they will not disturb its time from its
days and from its feasts; for everything will fall out in
them according to their testimony, and they will not

-IVSelection of some Texts
which state that the Calendar
of the Essenes from Qumran
was the Solar Calendar
The non-fulfillment of the Commandment given by
God to Moses, to the People of Israel, to be governed by
the 364-Day Solar Calendar brings as consequences the
punishments that are foretold in the Book 1 of Enoch:
"2 And in the days of the sinners the years shall be
shortened, And their seed shall be tardy on their lands
and fields, And all things on the earth shall alter, And
shall not appear in their time: And the rain shall be kept
back And the heaven shall withhold (it). 3 And in those
times the fruits of the earth shall be backward, And shall
not grow in their time, And the fruits of the trees shall
be withheld in their time. 4 And the moon shall alter her
order, And not appear at her time. 5 [And in those days
the sun shall be seen and he shall journey... on the
extremity of the great chariot in the west] And shall
shine more brightly than accords with the order of light.
6 And many chiefs of the stars shall transgress the order
(prescribed). And these shall alter their orbits and tasks,
And not appear at the seasons prescribed to them. 7
And the whole order of the stars shall be concealed
from the sinners, And the thoughts of those on the earth
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three hundred and sixty-four days only, and for this
reason they will go wrong as to the new moons and
seasons and sabbaths and festivals, and they will eat all
kinds of blood with all kinds of flesh." (Book of Jubilees,
6:30-38).
***
The Solar Calendar is the Basis of the Torah:
"It is certain that the solar calendar is of priestly origin.
It is the basis of time reckoning adopted by Ezekiel, by
the redactors of the Pentateuch and Chronicles. This
solar calendar was used in the temple till the hellenistic
times. There was a time when an attempt was made to
introduce the lunar calendar of Babylonian origin into
the liturgical worship of the temple, which undoubtedly
provoked a certain resistance among the priesthood,
particularly among those who opposed Hellenism. The
author of Daniel seems to hint at this when he accuses
Antiochus IV Epiphanes of having made alterations in
'times and laws.' (Dan. 7, 25)." ("Introducción a la
Literatura Esenia de Qumrán [Introduction to the
Essene Literature from Qumran]", by M. Delcor and F.
García Martínez).
***
The Adoration of God Ruled by the Movements of the
Sun:
"The Rule of the Community (1Qs)."

leave out any day nor disturb any feasts. 33 But if they
do neglect and do not observe them according to His
commandment, then they will disturb all their seasons,
and the years will be dislodged from this (order), [and
they will disturb the seasons and the years will be
dislodged] and they will neglect their ordinances. 34
And all the children of Israel will forget, and will not
find the path of the years, and will forget the new
moons, and seasons, and sabbaths and they will go
wrong as to all the order of the years. 35 For I know and
from henceforth shall I declare it unto thee, and it is not
of my own devising; for the book (lieth) written before
me, and on the heavenly tablets the division of days is
ordained, lest they forget the feasts of the covenant and
walk according to the feasts of the Gentiles after their
error and after their ignorance. 36 For there will be
those who will assuredly make observations of the moon
-now (it) disturbeth the seasons and comeeth in from
year to year ten days too soon. 37 For this reason the
years will come upon them when they will disturb (the
order), and make an abominable (day) the day of
testimony, and an unclean day a feast day, and they will
confound all the days, the holy with the unclean, and the
unclean day with the holy; for they will go wrong as to
the months and sabbaths and feasts and jubilees. 38 For
this reason I command and testify to thee that thou
mayest testify to them; for after thy death thy children
will disturb (them), so that they will not make the year
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after another; the constellation of the harvest up to
summer, the constellation of seed-time up to the
constellation of the grass, the constellation of the years
up to their seven-year periods. 8 At the commencement
of the seven-year periods up to the moment decided for
deliverance.
And in all my existence it shall be a precept engraved on
my tongue like fruit of eulogy and the portion of my
lips. 9 [...] I will sing with knowledge and for the glory
of God shall all my music be, the playing of my harp for
his holy order, and the whistle of my lips
I shall tune to its correct measure. 10 At the onset of day
and night I shall enter the covenant of God,
and when evening and morning depart
I shall repeat his precepts; and while they last
I shall set them as my limit 11 with no
backtracking." (The Texts from Qumran, The Rule of
the Community (1Qs)).
***
King David Composed Three Hundred and Sixty Four
(364) Songs For All Days of the Year:
"Col. XXVII (Compositions of David 2 Sam 23,7)
1 and the haft of his spear and he cast them in the fire
leaving no trace of them. 2 ... And David, son of Jesse,
was wise, a luminary like the light of the sun, learned,
3 ... knowledgeable, and perfect in all his paths before
God and men. And to him 4 ... YHVH gave a wise and

"Col. IX"
"26 [...] he shall bless his Creator and in all
that transpires [... and with the offering] of his lips he
shall bless him
Col. X
1 during. ... the periods which (?) he decreed(?).
At the commencement of the dominion of light,
during its rotation and when retired to its appointed
abode.
At the commencement of the vigils of darkness
2 when he opens his store and stretches them upwards
and in his rotation and when it retires before the light.
When the lights of the holy vault shine out
3 when they retire to the abode of g lor y.
At the entry of the constellation in the days of the new
moon together with their rotations during their stations
4 renewing each other. It is a great day for the holy of
holies, and an omen ... of the opening of his everlasting
mercies 5 for the beginnings of the constellations in
every future age... At the commencement of the months
in their constellations, and of the holy days in their
sequence, as a reminder in their constellations.
6 With the offering of lips I shall bless you,
in accordance with the decree recorded for ever.
At the commencement of the years and in the gyrations
of their constellations, when the decree of their
disposition is carried out, 7 on the prescribed day, one
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enlightened spirit. And he wrote psalms: 5 three
thousand six hundred; and songs to be sung before the
altar over the perpetual 6 offering of every day, for all
the days of the year: three hundred 7 and sixty-four; and
for the sabbath offerings: fifty-two songs; and for the
offering for the beginning 8 of the month, and for all the
days of the festivals, and for the day of atonement:
thirty songs. 9 And all the songs which he composed
were four hundred and forty-six. And songs 10 to be
sung over the possessed: four. The total was four
thousand and fifty. 11 He composed them all through
the spirit of prophecy which had been given to him from
before the Most High..." ("The Texts from Qumran").
***
The Calendar used by the Teacher of Righteousness of
the Zadok Line and the Essene Community in Qumran
was the Solar Calendar, which is the Solar Calendar of
the Book 1 of Enoch and the Book of Jubilees. This
tradition continued within the bosom of Early
Christianity, for example, with the Celebration of
Pentecost that always falls on Sunday, exactly 50 days
from the Sunday of Our Lord Jesus The Christ's
Resurrection.
Our Lord Jesus The Christ established the Essene Solar
Cult in Early Christianity. But like the Essene Teacher
of Righteousness, He had to fight against the opposition
of the priests of the lunar cult in Jerusalem.

-VElijah and Moses
The Two Witnesses of the Apocalypse
"… and the two witnesses prophesy 1260 days, that is,
all the same time, clothed in sackcloth. These have
power, like Elijah, to shut heaven that it rain not, at the
sounding of the first trumpet; and, like Moses, to turn
the waters into blood at the sounding of the second; and
to smite the earth with all plagues, those of the
trumpets, as often as they will. These prophesy at the
building of the second temple, like Haggai and
Zechary...". ("The Project Gutenberg eBook of
Observations upon the Prophecies of Daniel, and the
Apocalypse of St. John, by Isaac Newton").

In one of "The Seven Esoteric Keys", the Two
Witnesses of the Apocalypse are "The Two Olives",
"The Two Candlesticks of the Temple", "The Two
Energy Cords" of the cerebro-spinal Column called
"Ida and Pingala".
But in another Esoteric Key, the Two Witnesses of the
Apocalypse are the Two Prophets Elijah and Moses.
"2 But the court which is without the temple leave out,
and measure it not; for it is given unto the Gentiles: and
the holy city shall they tread under foot forty and two
months. 3 And I will give power unto my two witnesses,
and they shall prophesy a thousand two hundred and
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Three and a Half Years), kabbalistically equivalent to
the Three Days and a Half ("each day for a year",
Ezekiel 4:6) preceding the Esoteric and Spiritual
Resurrection of each one of the Two Witnesses Elijah
and Moses:
"11 And after three days and an half the Spirit of life
from God entered into them, and they stood upon their
feet; and great fear fell upon them which saw
them." (Revelation 11:11).
The Prophet Elijah Reincarnate, who is Our V.M.
Rabolú and the First Witness of the Apocalypse, already
passed through the Christic Esoteric Processes of the
Resurrection of the Inner Christ.
The Prophet Moses, who is the Second Witness of the
Apocalypse Reincarnated in V.M. Thoth-Moisés, is
living the Christic Esoteric Processes of the Holy
Sepulcher, awaiting the Final Resurrection of my Inner
Christ during these "three days and a half". The
Spiritual Resurrection has already occurred in other
Esoteric processes. (Please see "La Resurrección de
Adam-Moisés [The Resurrection of Adam Moses]").
"Moses became the paradigm for the eschatological
prophet, and Elijah became the paradigm for the
eschatological priest." ("THE ENDTIME RETURN
OF ELIJAH AND MOSES AT QUMRAN").

threescore days, clothed in sackcloth." (The Apocalypse,
or Revelation, of St. John The Theologist 11:2,3).
1260 days divided by 42 months gives as result 30 days.
That is to say, 30 days in each month.
As we are in the times in which the Two Witnesses
reincarnated: the Prophet Elijah (reincarnated in Our
V.M. Rabolú) and the Prophet Moses (reincarnated in
V.M. Thoth-Moisés), we are also in the times of the
"Apocalypse" of the Signs in heaven announcing the
Birth of the Manchild, who is Moses with His Rod (as
was foretold by Isaac Newton), who Is Born of:
"... a woman clothed with the sun, and the moon under
her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars: 2
And she being with child cried, travailing in birth, and
pained to be delivered..." "And she brought forth a man
child, who was to rule all nations with a rod of iron: and
her child was caught up unto God, and to his throne. 6
And the woman fled into the wilderness, where she hath
a place prepared of God, that they should feed her there
a thousand two hundred and threescore
days." (Revelation 12).
The "wilderness" is the Desert of the Esoteric Path
where "A Woman" ("The Woman" of Genesis 3:15),
who is Our Divine Mother Kundalini, and Her Man
child, who is the Prophet Moses with His Rod, are
feeded "a thousand two hundred and threescore day" (or
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We love all Beings, all Humanity.
Every Human Being is also Humanity.
"May all Beings be Happy!"
"May all Beings be Blessed!"
"May all Beings be at Peace!"
"May all Beings give Love to one another!"
Revision and expansion of the Study completed, with
the Help of God, on Thursday, September 5, 2017.
New revision and expansion completed, with the Help
of God, on Shabbat Day, September 9, 2017.
With all my Heart and with Immense Love
for the good of allPoor Suffering Humanity
Luis Bernardo Palacio Acosta
Bodhisattva of
V.M. THOTH-MOISÉS.
http://www.testimonios-de-un-discipulo.com/
Gnosis.html

"... in the future Moshe himself will reincarnate and
return in the last generation..." (Isaac Luria's Teachings
in "Sha'ar HaGilgulim" ["The Gate of
Reincarnations"], "Introduction Twenty").
"The last generation" are these times of the Two
Witnesses of the Apocalypse in which we are now.
These signs and events in heaven and on earth indicate
that indeed we are now in the end of times and in the
last generation and in the fulfillment, in one of its
meanings, of the Prophecy of Revelation about the
Woman Clothed with the Sun.
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